Interpolation Spaces and Energy Quantization for
Yang-Mills Fields TRISTAN RIVIERE In [19] G. Tian proved that the defect measure of a weakly converging sequence of Yang-Mills Fields on a riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension n (n > 4) is carried by a n -4-rectifiable subset S of M. In the present paper we complete the picture of weakly converging sequences of YM Fields by proving that, in 4 dimension, the defect measure is quantized: at any point of S it is the sum of L 2 energies of YM fields on S' 4 . This result is extended to any dimension under some additional assumption on the W 2 ' 1 norm of the curvature. In the last part we study non-linearities issued from curvatures in general and we prove that strong convergence in W 1)n l 2 of Coulomb gauges of connections over a n-dimensional manifold preserves the topology of the bundle at the limit.
I. Introduction.
The first step in the program of building up a Gauge theory in higher dimension (higher than the conformal one) proposed by S.K. Donaldson and R.P. Thomas is to give a precise picture of the non-compactness in I? of Yang-Mills fields on a manifold M bellow some energy level.
Let E be a vector bundle over a riemannian manifold (M, g) with structure group a compact Lie Group G (denote by © its Lie Algebra). We will adopt the notations of [6] Chapter 2. A connection A on E is characterized by its corresponding covariant derivative V^ acting on sections of £?, fi 0 (E) into sections of E ® T*M. From V^ one may constuct the exterior derivative CIA from E-valued p-forms, fi, p (E) into E-valued p + 1-forms ([6] p. 35). We will denote by FA the curvature of A which is a two form into the 0-bundle deduced from the principal bundle of E for the adjoint representation ( 
JM
where the scalar product on fi 2 (0£) is deduced from the Killing form of G and the metric g on M (see [6] ). FA is Yang-Mills if and only if it solves the Euler-Lagrange Equation (1) (2) d\F A = 0
where d* A is the adjoint of d^ for the above mentioned iy 2 -scalar product on
In [19] G. Tian studied sequences of smooth solutions of (1.2) having uniformly bounded energy. One among the main results of Tian's paper can be stated in the following way. 
Theorem 1.1 ([19]). Let Ai be a sequence of Yang-Mills connection

-\s as Radon measures where dVg denotes the volume form on (M,g), T-L n~^ is the n -4 Hausdorff measure, S is a n -4 rectifiable subset of M containing E, H 71-4 !^ is the restriction to S of the Hausdorff measure and Q is a mesurable fonction on S admiting a positive lower bound depending only on n.
Of course the main difficulty in the above stated result is to establish the rectifiability property of the energy defect measure of the sequence Ay : p = &n n -A [S. The proof in [19] follows the approach of F.H. Lin in [9] where the rectifiability of the defect measure of stationary harmonic maps was established.
The main question we adress in the present paper concerns the multiplicity O of the defect measure in Theorem 1.1. In the particular case when we are dealing with special YM connections which are fi-anti-self-dual for some closed n -4 form $1 (see [19] ) G. Tian proved that Q(x) is an integer, sum of the energies of anti-self-dual 4-dimensional instantons that concentrate at a;, which means that there is no loss of energy between "bubbles". This phenomenon can be called the no neck property (see discussions about the existence or non existence of necks in bubble trees for harmonic maps and "almost"-harmonic maps on surfaces in [5] and [16] ). This no neck propertywas previously established in [6] in dimension 4 for sequences of anti-selfdual Yang-Mills fields and was a important step in the compactification of the moduli space of ASD-connections on a compact 4-manifolds.
Here we will extend this no neck property to sequences of general smooth YM Fields in dimension larger or equal to 4. We will use the following Remark LI. We believe that the assumption HV^VA^AIIL 1 to be uniformly bounded in dimension strictly larger than 4 could be removed from the statement of Theorem 1.2 above as it is here for n = 4. Remark 1.2. The result above is extended to sequences of eventualy singular Yang-Mills Fields that are stationary in [13] .
The meaning of issued from Av and that concentrate at x as i -t +oo has to be understood in the following way : There are conformal maps ip 7 from S 4 minus a fixed number of balls shrinking to zero, U^S^ •, into N x disjoint subparts of the 4-dimensional plane perpendicular to T X S in T X M such that the pull-back bundle ^ exp* E extends to the smooth bundle over S 4 on which Bj is defined, moreover the pull back curvature ipj exp* i^., converges strongly in L 2^4 \ UkBfj) to FBJ (modulo changes of gauge), exp^. denotes the exponential map from (T^M, g x ) into (M,g).
The above stated quantization result we shall prove bellow is established using technics introduced by the author in collaboration with F.H. Lin while studying Ginzburg-Landau vortices in [10] . Right after this work we realized that these techniques could be developped in order to prove the corresponding statement to Theorem 1.2 but for harmonic maps between manifolds in [11] (see also [12] for an adaptation of these techniques to parabolic situations). As the main tool we introduced the use of Lorentz Spaces on subspaces having the conformal dimension of the problem. More specificaly the originality of these works was to present a use of the Z, 2 ' 00 -L 2 ' 1 duality as the right substitue of the apparently natural L 2 -L 2 duality in which we got stucked for quite a long time. This slight shift in duality is also the key point of the analysis we will present bellow. In the last part of the paper we extend the use of Lorentz Spaces to general curvatures of bundles over manifolds. One of the crucial observation is the following (for instance in 4-dimension): assume we are working in a Gauge A which is controled in the W 1,2 -norm (the conformal invariant 1 in 4-dim) from the Peetre-Sobolev embeddings [15] 2 for a given bundle over a n-manifold preserve the topology of the bundle at the limit. This was well known in W 1^ for p > n/2 (see [21] ) and is not true anymore in W 1^ for p < n/2. These borderline situation is solved by the mean of Brezis-Wainger-Sobolev embeddings for Lorentz Spaces (see [3] )-exchanges of ideas which have motivated some aspects of this work. The author would like also to express his gratitude to Haim Brezis and Luc Tartar for their comments and stimulating discussions on Lorentz Spaces.
II. Proof of Theorem 1.2 for n > 4.
In order to simplify the presentation of the proof again, since the result is essentially local, we take the basis of E to be the flat unit ball B n of R 71 .
Let S be the rectifiable subset carrying the defect measure u = summing over j because of the Besicovitch property we deduce that
2-s 3 -
A where C is a universal number independent on J. Thus we deduce X^fceiV^-4 < ^ and since £ can be chosen as small as we want, we have U n -^{G^) < C/A. Prom this we deduce ?r-4 (nAGA) = 0.
In other words we have For H"~4 a.e. xo 6 S (II.2) liminfliminf^/' IV^V^^I < +00. 
Thus modulo an adapted rescaling of Ai at such XQ, our tangent defect measure 6 n_4 (/i,rro) = 6(^o) ^"^[PQ is the defect measure of a sequence of Yang-Mills connections converging weakly to a flat connection A (FA = 0):
To simplify notations we can take XQ = 0 and PQ to be the n -4-dimensional plane {xi = 0} for i = n -3 • • -n. We will simply denote 6(2:0) by 0 that we assume to be non zero. Observe that we can also have chosen XQ and the rescaled rate such that our rescaled connection Ai verifies for any k = l---n-4 
tends to zero in L 
We will call a "good slice" a point Xi e Gi fl ^ (this set has a measure bounded from bellow independantly of i).
We claim that for any Xi G Bi~A(0) and any fixed S, for i large enough,
where e(n) is the Uhlenbeck constant given in Theorem 2.2.1 of [19] . That yields to the control of the L 00 norm of the curvature in the ball of half radius. If (11.11) would not hold we would contradicts the concentration phenomenon and the fact that G ^ 0.
Pick now an arbitrary sequence of "good slices" {XI} as i -> +oo. Because of (11.11), since each Ai is smooth, we may find a sequence Si -¥ 0 such that Proof of Lemma 11.1. The idea of the proof comes from Lin's work [9] in the context of stationary harmonic maps. Computations which are required to prove the lemma can be found in [19] 
following (3.3.19) of [19] we obtain that mi solves the following equation: Thus at this stage of the proof we have shown that
where B is a non flat YM-connection of M 4 . We can restate the goal to achieve in order to prove Theorem 1.2: the aim is to show that (11.22) .lim 7
where FBJ are non flat Yang-Mills connections on E 4 . This will be shown by induction on the total number of bubbles m. Indeed we know that each concentration generating a bubble has a cost of energy bounded from bellow by a positive number e(4) (recall that e(4) is the Uhlenbeck constant in 4 dimension see [20] 
in other words that there is no "neck" formation and no loss of energy which is not quantized (see [7] and [16] for "neck" phenomenon in bubble trees).
To simplify notations we take (Xl^X^) to be the origin (0,0). We claim that for any e there are sufficiently large R > 0 and IQ E N such that \/i>io VR6i<r<- [17] . Combining (11.33) with (11.10) and using the L 2 ' 00 -L 2 ' 1 duality (see [17] ) we deduce that for every e < SQ there exists an R such that for any i > ZQ we have (11.34) ll^Ji^^^Ce.
This implies (11.25) and Theorem 1.2 is proved in the case of 1 bubble. The case of more than 1 bubble can be handeled in a very similar way and we just give few details for m = 2.
The proof starts the same untill (11.26) which cannot hold anymore otherwise we would have had 1 bubble only as it is explained above. Thus we may extract r^ such that (11.27) This can be done exactly like in the proof of (11.27) since we already got the second bubble given by FB^. The second situation is when |FBJ 2 has some non-zero defect measure and it is given by (11.31). We need to have FB^ = 0 otherwise there would be too many bubbles. Thus since FB^ = 0 we are back to the case m = 1. In this case also one has to establish (11.35) and (11.36) and this can be done again following word by word the proof of (11.27). The case m = 2 is proved. For larger m one follows exactly the same strategy.
□
III. The conformal dimension n = 4.
In this part we explain, in the case n = 4 how we can omitt the hypothesis on the W 2,1 bound of the curvature to prove Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 was not known at the conformal dimension n = 4 in general but only established for ASD connections in this dimension (see the analysis in [20] , [21] and [6] ). We follow the same strategy as the one developped in part II and we keep denoting Si the caracteristic size of the first bubble given by (11.12) that we assume to be centered at the origin. In order to clarify the presentation we assume that there is only one bubble so that (11.26 Proof of Lemma III.l. We first have a fixed trivialisation over B 4 (coming from the bundle we fixed) in which we have no control of the sequence of connections Ai which are 1-forms defined on all of B* into the Lie algebra 0 of the structure group G. Let R given by (III.l) for an e that will be fixed later on in the proof. We introduce the following family of annulii centered at 0 : On 
So changing cr^ into cr^/i^, we may assume 5^' ~ =id. We assume now that e is chosen small enough so that Uhlenbeck's Theorem (III.2) applies and so that, in view of (III.6), g i ' is in the neighborhood of the identity where exp is invertible. The goal is to express g i ' as transition functions (eventualy on smaller intersecting set than the T k D T^" 1 ) of a sequence of trivialisations p k on which we have some control. Let </> be a smooth map on £2(0) such that </> = 1 on B2 \ B 1 and (j) = 0 on Bi. Denote by Using now the Lorentz-Sobolev embedding of J. Peetre (see [18] Theorem 8) we get the desired estimate on the L 2,1 norm of the curvature and Lemma III.2 is proved. □
We show how to adapt the arguments above to the present situation: we have only a gauge in B\ \ Bj^. in which we control the W 1,2 norm of the Gauge independently of i and e. Let x be a cut-off function equal to 1 on Bi \ B2R5 i and 0 on JBRJ., such that ||Vx||oo < C/RSi. Let's take F the curvature in the Gauge given by Lemma III.l and consider x^-It solves 
dixF) = -X[A, F} + dxAF and d{*{xF)) =
-x[A *^] + dx A *F.
IV. Some more applications of Lorentz Spaces to the analysis of non-linearities issued from curvatures.
In this part, which is independent from the rest of the paper, we aim to present how Lorentz spaces are helpful to establish properties relative to strong converging sequences of connections of a given bundle over a riemannian manifold. Prom now on the Lie group G is a subgoup of SO(k) seen as a submanifold of the vector space of A; by A; matrices.
We first establish the following result: Remark IV. 1. In other words we prove that the strong convergence of coulomb gauges of connections in W l > n / 2 preserves the topology of the bundle. It was well known (see [6] ) that weak convergence of connections in W 1,n ' 2 does not preserve the topology of the bundle. It is straightforward to check that strong convergences of connections in W 1,p for p > n/2 preserves the topology. It is well known that strong convergence in W 1^ for p < n/2 does not preserve the topology of the bundle (Ex: the bubbling phenomenon for ASD connection in 4-dimension). So the theorem above solves a borderline case. \\A(g^-g^\
Since we have J B^z) \Af\2 + |VAf|f < where C is independent on p. Let now k solving
Prom standard elliptic estimates we have and from (IV. ). This is a consequence of the integral formula for the Chern class (see [22] Argueing as in the proof of the previous theorem, we have ll-AgJI^.n^ < C, ||^||Ln,n/2 < C and thus ||da Q: || L n,n/2 < C, using the hypothesis of the theorem and multiplication properties in the Lorentz spaces mentioned above we have (IV.20) l|Ac7 a || L n/2,n/4 (^) < C.
Using the weak (r,r) property of the Riesz operator and Theorem 3.15 Chapter V of [17] , we deduce that for any UJ CC U a (IV.21) ||V 2 c7-|| Ln/2 , n/ 4 (a;) <C.
Having taken a slightly larger ball than U a from the begining, we may always assume that the inequality above holds for cu = U a . Then we deduce that \\nabla<j a \\ L n,n/4( Ua \ < C and as in the proof of Theorem IV.l we keep bootstraping this information in (IV. 19 Thus choosing H-AH^i.n^ small enough makes ||A|| L n,n/2 small, which makes H invertible and applying the local inversion theorem we establish Lemma IV. 1 . □ End of the proof of Theorem IV.2. We can apply Lemma IV.18 above to A = A£o and a = Af -A^ for i large enough such that ||-4f -A^H^i.n^ < e and we generate a last change of gauge that put us in the setting of Theorem IV. 1 above that we can apply and Theorem IV.2 is proved. □
